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The initial landmark of anterior–posterior (A–P) axis formation in mouse embryos is the distal visceral
endoderm, DVE, which expresses a series of anterior genes at embryonic day 5.5 (E5.5). Subsequently,
DVE cells move to the future anterior region, generating anterior visceral endoderm (AVE). Questions
remain regarding how the DVE is formed and how the direction of the movement is determined. This
study compares the detailed expression patterns of OTX2, HHEX, CER1, LEFTY1 and DKK1 by immuno-
histology and live imaging at E4.5-E6.5. At E6.5, the AVE is subdivided into four domains: most anterior
(OTX2, HHEX, CER1-low/DKK1-high), anterior (OTX2, HHEX, CER1-high/DKK1-low), main (OTX2, HHEX,
CER1, LEFTY1-high) and antero-lateral and posterior (OTX2, HHEX-low). The study demonstrates how
this pattern is established. AVE protein expression in the DVE occurs de novo at E5.25-E5.5. Neither
HHEX, LEFTY1 nor CER1 expression is asymmetric. In contrast, OTX2 expression is tilted on the future
posterior side with the DKK1 expression at its proximal domain; the DVE cells move in the opposite
direction of the tilt.
& 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.Introduction
The E3.5 mouse embryo consists of the inner cell mass (ICM)
and trophectoderm. Subsequently, the ICM transforms into the
epiblast, generating a single cell layer of primitive endoderm
(PrEn) on the surface facing the blastocoel cavity. The mouse
embryo implants into the uterus at E4.5. After implantation, the
polar trophectoderm that covers the epiblast proliferates and
generates extraembryonic ectoderm (ExEc) and the ectoplacental
cone, which are essential to establish a fetal–maternal connection.
The epiblast cavitates to form a single epithelial cell sheet in a cup-
shape called egg cylinder. The PrEn differentiates into both the
parietal endoderm that migrates along and underlays mural tro-
phectoderm and the visceral endoderm (VE) that constitutes anResources and Genetic Engi-
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hnologies, 2-2-3 Minatojimaepithelial monolayer, encapsulating the ExEc proximally and the
epiblast distally (Beddington and Robertson, 1998). The VE is
initially columnar, but the VE enveloping the epiblast (EmVE)
becomes squamous with low numbers of microvilli. The VE
enveloping the ExEc (ExVE) remains columnar and highly vacuo-
lized with dense microvilli (Batten and Haar, 1979; Enders et al.,
1978; Huelsken et al., 2000).
The cup-shaped epiblast is bilaterally symmetric about the
distal–proximal axis at E5.5-E5.75 (Rivera-Pérez et al., 2003). An
unique molecular feature in mouse embryos is the use of NODAL,
expressed in the epiblast and the EmVE (Conlon et al., 1994), and
BMPs, expressed in the ExEc (Coucouvanis and Martin, 1999), for
many steps in pregastrulation development. Both maintain plur-
ipotent epiblast cells and develop EmVE (Di-Gregorio et al., 2007;
Mesnard et al., 2006). With the growth of the epiblast, a series of
AVE genes become expressed in the distal visceral endoderm
(DVE) cells at E5.5. NODAL and BMPs play critical roles in the DVE
development (Mesnard et al., 2006; Yamamoto et al., 2009). In
many mouse strains, the DVE cells are thickened (Rivera-Pérez
et al., 2003). AVE genes include transcription factors such as Otx2,
Hhex, Foxa2 and Lhx1 (Acampora et al., 1995; Kimura et al., 2000;
Perea-Gomez et al., 1999; Thomas et al., 1998), and signaling
antagonists such as Dkk1, Cer1 and Lefty1 (Belo et al., 1997;
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et al., 2004). Concomitantly with the expression of these genes in
the DVE, the expression of Nodal and Cripto, initially expressed in
the entire epiblast, becomes restricted to the proximal epiblast
(Ding et al., 1998; Varlet et al., 1997). Subsequently, the DVE cell
population translocates to the future anterior region and expands,
generating the anterior visceral endoderm (AVE) (Srinivas et al.,
2004; Thomas et al., 1998). NODAL and BMPs are considered
essential to the translocation or AVE formation (Stuckey et al.,
2011a; Yamamoto et al., 2004). At the same time, the expression of
Nodal and Cripto shifts to the posterior epiblast (Ding et al., 1998;
Varlet et al., 1997). This rotation establishes the ﬁnal A–P axis in
mouse embryos by E6.0. Roles for βCATENIN/WNT signaling in
DVE and AVE development have been also suggested (Chazaud,
2006; Huelsken et al., 2000; Kimura-Yoshida et al., 2005; Mesnard
et al., 2006; Yamamoto et al., 2009). With the AVE formationWnt3,
Brachyury and other posterior genes become expressed in the
posterior epiblast together with Nodal and Cripto, forming the
primitive streak and generating deﬁnitive mesoendoderm (Conlon
et al., 1994; Liguori et al., 2003; Perea-Gomez et al., 2002; Rivera-
Pérez and Magnuson, 2005). Mutant studies and other studies
have suggested that the AVE suppresses primitive streak formation
in the adjacent epiblast (Perea-Gomez et al., 2002). The AVE is also
essential for the correct patterning of the primitive streak (Stuckey
et al., 2011b). In addition, the AVE induces the anterior neu-
roectoderm, in cooperation with the anterior mesendoderm (AME)
generated from the anterior primitive streak. Neither AVE nor AME
alone is sufﬁcient to induce the anterior neuroectoderm (Ip et al.,
2014; Kimura et al., 2000; Robb and Tam, 2004).
The major questions of the A–P axis formation in mouse
embryos are i) how is the DVE formed? and ii) how is the direction
of its movement determined? Several studies have proposed that
the asymmetry leading to A–P axis formation originates from the
asymmetry that exists in preimplantation embryos (Chazaud,
2006; Takaoka et al., 2011; 2006; Torres-Padilla et al., 2007). Lefty1
and Cer1 have been proposed to be asymmetrically expressed in
the PrEn. These cells are the progenitors of the Lefty1- and Cer1-
positive E5.5 DVE, which is also asymmetric, expanding toward the
direction of the movement (Takaoka et al., 2011; Yamamoto et al.,
2004). Previous studies using in situ RNA expression analyses have
also suggested that the expression of each AVE gene is hetero-
geneous (Srinivas et al., 2004; Takaoka et al., 2011; Torres-Padilla
et al., 2007; Yamamoto et al., 2004). However, the details of the
heterogeneity of gene expression in the AVE, and of its establish-
ment, have been not well documented. In this study, we compared
the expression patterns of OTX2, HEX, CER1, LEFTY1 and DKK1 by
immunohistology and live imaging with a series of reporter mouse
lines from E4.5-E6.5, revealing how the E6.5 pattern is established.
We propose that at E5.5, weak OTX2 expression in the EmVE is
tilted on the future posterior side, with DKK1 expression at its
proximal domain. Intense OTX2 expression is symmetric in the
DVE, overlapping with HHEX, LEFTY1 and CER1 expression. We
conﬁrm the proposal by Takaoka et al., 2011 that E6.5 AVE cells are
mostly not descendants of the E5.5 DVE cells. The E6.5 AVE cells
originate from more posterior and disto-lateral cells at E5.5, and
the E5.5 DVE cells mostly translocate antero-laterally via the AVE
at E6.5, losing or reducing AVE gene expression. Moreover, E4.5
Lefty1-positive PrEn cells did not exclusively become E5.5 DVE.Results
Expression of AVE proteins in E6.5 embryos
RNA in situ hybridization analyses have suggested that AVE
cells are heterogeneous in regard to the expression of AVE genes(Srinivas et al., 2004; Takaoka et al., 2011; Yamamoto et al., 2004).
However, the details of the heterogeneity have been not well
characterized. We ﬁrst analyzed the expression of AVE gene pro-
ducts by immunohistology at E6.5. Widely recognized AVE genes
include genes encoding the transcription factors Otx2, Hhex, Foxa2
and Lhx1, and the signaling antagonists Dkk1, Cerl and Lefty1
(Kimura et al., 2000; Kimura-Yoshida et al., 2005; Perea-Gomez
et al., 2002; 1999; Thomas et al., 1998; Yamamoto et al., 2004).
Foxa2 mRNA is expressed in both the EmVE and the ExVE at E5.5,
and in the DVE/AVE at E5.5-E6.5 (Kimura-Yoshida et al., 2007;
Perea-Gomez et al., 1999). However, FOXA2 protein was expressed
in the entire primitive endoderm at E4.5, and in both the EmVE
and the ExVE at E5.25-E5.75. At E6.5, the expression was apparent
in the entire EmVE and also present in the ExVE, though weakly
(Supplementary Fig. S1). Lhx1 mRNA is expressed at E5.5 in the
entire EmVE, but not in the ExVE, and at E6.5 in the AVE (Perea-
Gomez et al., 1999). LHX1 protein was found in the entire EmVE at
E5.75 and E6.5. In the ExVE it was weakly present at E5.75 and lost
at E6.5 (Supplementary Fig. S1). We excluded FOXA2 and LHX1
from this analysis, and chosen OTX2, HHEX, DKK1, CER1 and
LEFTY1 for subsequent analysis. OTX2 and HHEX are transcrip-
tional factors, and the signals by the immunostaing with anti-
OTX2 and anti-HHEX were present in nucleus. LEFTY1, CER1 and
DKK1 are secreted molecules, but the signals by the immunos-
taining with anti-LEFTY1, anti-CER1 and anti-DKK1 were found
intracellularly (Supplementary Fig. S2). Thus the present immu-
nostaining indicates the cells expressing these secretory proteins.
At E6.5, OTX2 was broadly present in the AVE that spanning
from the anterior EmVE/ExVE boundary to the distal one-third of
the posterior EmVE (Fig. 1A–C). The expression was weak at the
most proximal part of the AVE (Fig. 1C, arrows; Fig. 1D–G, insets)
and in the posterior part. Moreover, a series of optical section
images revealed that the antero-lateral part of the VE also exhib-
ited low OTX2 expression (Fig. 1A and B, arrowheads). The epiblast
also expressed OTX2, and the expression level is weaker than in
the AVE.
OTX2 expression was next compared with HHEX expression by
co-immunostaining. The HHEX expression pattern was quite
similar to the OTX2 expression pattern (Fig. 1D and Supplementary
Fig. S3A). The most anterior cells, in which OTX2 expression level
was low, gave weak HHEX signals, and the expression was also
weak antero-laterally and posteriorly. The HHEX-intense and
OTX2-intense areas overlap, but their expression level in each cell
varied. The cells were largely OTX2/HHEX-high, but OTX2-high/
HHEX-low and OTX2-low/HHEX-high cells were also present
(Fig. 1D; yellow, red and green double arrowheads, respectively).
OTX2 expression was next compared with CER1 expression
(Fig. 1E and Supplementary Fig. S3B). The anterior most OTX2-low
cells also exhibited a low level of CER1 expression (Fig. 1E).
However, the posterior limit of CER1 expression was more ante-
rior, and antero-lateral EmVE did not express CER1. LEFTY1 was
also expressed in the AVE. The anterior limit of LEFTY1 expression
was more distally positioned than that of the OTX2 and CER1
intense domain (Fig. 1F, H and Supplementary Fig. S3C), as pre-
viously suggested (Takaoka et al., 2011). The posterior limit of
LEFTY1 expression coincided with that of CER1 (Fig. 1H). The
antero-lateral EmVE did not express LEFTY1. DKK1 was expressed
at the most proximal domain of the AVE (Fig. 1G, I and Supple-
mentary Fig. S3D), as reported by RNA in situ analysis (Kimura-
Yoshida et al., 2005). The expression was intense in the most
proximal OTX2 and CER1-low domain (purple domain in Fig. 1J)
and low in the adjacent, proximal part of the OTX2 and CER1-high
AVE domain (yellow domain in Fig. 1J) (Fig. 1G and I). Apparently
DKK1 expression did not overlap with LEFTY1 expression. Faint
DKK1 expression was also detected in the most posterior OTX2
weak domain. In summary, these immunohistological analyses
Fig. 1. AVE gene expression at E6.5 by immunohistology. (A–C) OTX2 expression at E6.5. (A, B) Images of a single optical section. (C) Maximum intensity projection image.
Arrowheads indicate OTX2-positive lateral VE cells. Dashed lines mark the boundary of the OTX2-positive domain. Arrows indicate the most anterior AVE cells. Asterisks in
(A) and (B) indicate the epiblast. (D–I) Comparison of AVE protein expression at E6.5. Embryos were co-immunostained with anti-HHEX (green) and anti-OTX2 (red) (D),
anti-CER1 (green) and anti-OTX2 (red) (E), anti-LEFTY (green) and anti-OTX2 (red) (F), anti-DKK1 (green) and anti-OTX2 (red) (G), anti-CER1 (green) and anti-LEFTY (red)
(H), and anti-CER1 (green) and anti-DKK1 (red) (I). Single immunostaining of HHEX, CER1, LEFTY and DKK1 is given in Supplementary Fig. S3. There is faint DKK1 expression
in the most posterior OTX2-weakly positive region and CER1-negative domain (G, I; arrows). Dashed lines represent the EmVE/ExVE boundary. In (D) yellow, red and green
double arrowheads indicate OTX2/HHEX-high, OTX2-high/HHEX-low and OTX2-low/HHEX-high cells, respectively. In (H) the arrowhead indicates the posterior limit of CER1
and LEFTY1 expression. Magniﬁed images of the most anterior part of the AVE (white frames) are attached to the right side of each ﬁgure. For OTX2, CER1 and LEFTY1
expression, arrows and arrowheads indicate the proximal limits of weak and strong expression, respectively. For DKK1 expression, arrows and arrowheads indicate the
proximal limits of strong and weak expression. (J) Four domains that exhibit different AVE protein expression patterns. All ﬁgures show lateral views of embryos with the
anterior at the left. The numbers of embryos examined were 49 (A–C), 15 (D), 14 (E), 18 (F), 19 (G), 16 (H) and 25 (I). Scale bar¼50 μm.
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Fig. 2. AVE protein expression at E4.5 and E5.0. AVE protein expression at E4.5 (A–E, A’–E’) and E5.0 (F–J). Embryos were immunostained with anti-OTX2 (A, A’, F), anti-HHEX
(B, B’, G), anti-CER1 (C, C’, H), anti-LEFTY1 (D, D’, I) and anti-DKK1 (E, E’, J) antibodies (green). Nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue) in all panels. (A’–E’) PrEn cells were also
imaged with anti-GATA4 antibody (red). (D”, D”’) Enlarged views of D and D’, respectively. Another three examples of LEFTY1 expression at E4.5 are given in Supplementary
Fig. S4A. Arrows in D, D’, D” and D”’ indicate LEFTY1 signals. (A–F) and (A’–F’) Single slices from a series of optical sections, and (F–J) maximum intensity projection images.
(K) AVE protein expression pattern at E4.5 in the cross-section view; any AVE proteins were not expressed in E5.0 EmVE. Abbreviations: EP, epiblast; PrEn, primitive
endoderm; PTP, polar trophectoderm; MTP, mural trophectoderm. The numbers of embryos examined were n¼5 (A, A’), 8 (B, B’), 12 (C, C’), 25 (D, D’), 17 (E, E’), 12 (F), 6 (G), 8
(H), 9 (I) and 3 (J). Scale bars¼50 μm.
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Fig. 3. Expression pattern of AVE proteins at E5.25, E5.5 and E5.75. (A) OTX2 (a, c, e), HHEX (b, d, f), CER1 (g, j, m), LEFTY1 (h, k, n,) and DKK1 (i, l, o) expression at E5.25 (a, b, g, h, i), E5.5
(c, d, j, k, l) and E5.75 (e, f, m, n, o). (a–f) Images of a single optical section, and (g–o) maximum intensity projection images. Arrowheads indicate the limits of strong expression and
arrows those of weak expression. Brackets in (l, o) indicate the DKK1-positive domain, double arrowhead in (o) the residual DKK1 expression, asterisks in (c, e) the expression in epiblast,
and dashed lines in (i, l, o) the EmVE/ExVE boundary. The numbers of embryos examined were 35 (a), 14 (b), 25 (c), 16 (d), 21 (e), 10 (f), 12 (g), 29 (h), 10 (i), 9 (j), 13 (k), 12 (l), 9 (m), 9
(n) and 12 (o). (B) Comparison of (a) LEFTY1 (green) and HHEX (red), (b) CER1 (green) and HHEX (red), (c–e) DKK1 (green) and OTX2 (red), (f) LEFTY1 (green) and OTX2 (red), (g) CER1
(green) and OTX2 (red) and (h) HHEX (green) and OTX2 (red) expression at E5.25 (c), E5.5 (a, b, d) and E5.75 (e–h). Arrows in (a–c) indicate the proximal limits of LEFTY1, HHEX, CER1,
DKK1 and OTX2 expression; arrows in (d, e) those of OTX2 expression; brackets in (d, e) DKK1-positive domain; a double arrowhead in (e) a residual DKK1 expression; arrowheads in
(f–h) the anterior limits of each expression. Dashed lines in (c, d, e) indicate the EmVE/ExVE boundary. The numbers of embryos examined were 14 (a), 9 (b), 10 (c), 12 (d), 12 (e), 5 (f), 8
(g) and 7 (h). (C) AVE protein expression pattern at E5.25, E5.5 and E5.75 in whole mount views. At E5.75 (OTX2, HHEX, CER1, LEFTY1)-positive domain (light blue) consists of their
intense domain, mostly coinciding with thickened cells, and posterior weak domain, as noted in the text. Scale bars¼50 μm.
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H. Hoshino et al. / Developmental Biology 402 (2015) 175–191180suggest that the AVE is subdivided into four domains (Fig. 1J):
the (OTX2, HHEX, CER1)-low/(DKK1)-high most anterior domain,
the (OTX2, HHEX, CER1)-high/(DKK1)-low anterior domain, the
(OTX2, HHEX, CER1, LEFTY1)-high main domain and the (OTX2,
HHEX)-low antero-lateral and posterior domain. The next question
is how this pattern of AVE protein expression is established.
Transient expression of a subset of AVE proteins in the E4.5 primitive
endoderm
It was reported that E4.5 PrEn cells are heterogeneous in terms
of AVE gene expression, and Lefty1- and/or Cer1-positive cells in
the PrEn are the progenitors, or among the progenitors, of the DVE
cells (Takaoka et al., 2011; 2006; Torres-Padilla et al., 2007).
However, in contrast to the RNA in situ hybridization, immuno-
histological and Cer-l/GFP reporter mouse analyses that suggested
that Cer1 is expressed asymmetrically in the PrEn (Torres-Padilla
et al., 2007), the present immunostaining analysis did not detect
CER1 protein in the PrEn at E4.5 (Fig. 2C and C’). Takaoka et al.,
(2011, 2006) proposed that Lefty1 is expressed in a few asymme-
trically positioned PrEn cells. In the present immunostaining
analysis, LEFTY1 was detected in a mosaic pattern in the PrEn cells
of C57BL/6 embryos (Fig. 2D, D’, D”and D”’), arrowheads; see
also Supplementary Fig. S4A. LEFTY1 expression was also exam-
ined with larger CD1 embryos. 3D reconstructed images of optical
sections from confocal microscopy did not show any obvious
asymmetrical distribution of LEFTY1-positive endoderm cells
(Supplementary Fig. S4B). At this stage, OTX2 was expressed in the
epiblast but not in the trophectoderm or PrEn (Fig. 2A and A’), as
reported (Acampora et al., 2012). Nuclear speciﬁc HHEX staining
was observed in all the PrEn cells (Fig. 2B and B’), in accordance
with the RNA in situ hybridization data (Thomas et al., 1998).
However, the antibody we generated exhibited a high background
non-nuclear staining in trophectoderm cells. DKK1 was also
expressed in the entire PrEn (Fig. 2E and E’).
The Lefty1- and Cer1-positive cells at E4.5 were reported to
maintain their expression to become DVE cells at E5.5 (Morris
et al., 2012; Takaoka et al., 2011; 2006; Torres-Padilla et al., 2007).
However, LEFTY1 and CER1 were not detected at E5.0 (Fig. 2I and
H). OTX2 was expressed in the epiblast, but not yet in the VE at
E5.0 (Fig. 2F). HHEX staining was also not apparent in the E5.0
EmVE cells (Fig. 2G). Occasionally, faint staining was evident but it
was not speciﬁc to nucleus. DKK1 was expressed in the ExVE, but
not in the EmVE, at E5.0 (Fig. 2J). In summary, none of the AVE
proteins analyzed were expressed in the EmVE at E5.0, and their
expression in the DVE occurs de novo after E5.0.
The onset of AVE protein expression in the DVE occurs between E5.25
and E5.5, and OTX2 and DKK1 are asymmetrically expressed
RNA in situ hybridization analyses have shown that Lefty1 and
Dkk1, but not Hhex and Cer1, are expressed in the E5.25 DVE prior
to thickening (Kimura-Yoshida et al., 2005; Mesnard et al., 2006;
Yamamoto et al., 2009). HHEX and CER1 expressions were indeed
not apparent at this stage (Fig. 3Ab and Ag). LEFTY1 was expressedFig. 4. Asymmetry in OTX2 expression at E5.25 and the future A–P axis. (A) H2BmCHER
E5.5 (d–f), E5.75 (g–i) and E6.5 (j–l) were immunostained with anti-OTX2 antibody (gre
intensity projection images are given. The domains of their expressions coincided, but th
indicate the cells with lower, medium and higher H2BmCHERRY expression, in comparis
expression in the EmVE; asterisks the expression in the epiblast. The expression in the E
laser power of (d-l), respectively. The numbers of embryos examined were 11 (a–c), 4 (
H2BmCHERRY (b, f) and Brachyury (c, g) expression in 1.8Otx2-H2BmCherry embryos col
Merged images of (a–c) and (e–g), respectively. The numbers of embryos examined we
collected at E5.25. Images were taken at every 10 min. Fluorescent signals of H2BmCHER
left. Arrows indicate the limits of the H2BmCHERRY-positive cells at 0 h (E5.25). Green ar
that of an EmVE cell located just more proximo-laterally at 0 h. The former divided twic
and then to the anterior via the distal EmVE. The number of embryos examined was 18in the distal EmVE at E5.25 (Fig. 3Ah). The expression was low, and
we did not ﬁnd any particular pattern or asymmetry in the
expression at this stage. OTX2 also began to be expressed at E5.25
in the EmVE, but weakly as in the epiblast (Fig. 3Aa). Of note, this
weak OTX2 expression in the EmVE at E5.25 was asymmetric. On
one side, OTX2 expression extended over more proximal EmVE
cells (P side) than on the other side (D side) (Fig. 3Aa, arrows).
DKK1 expression was also evident in the E5.25 EmVE, almost
overlapping with the weak OTX2 expression and extending more
proximally at the P side and contracting more distally at the D side
(Fig. 3Ai and Bc). The ExVE remained DKK1-positive, as at E5.0.
At E5.5, Lefty1 and Cer1 expression was reported to expand to the
future anterior side, while Hhex expression was symmetrical in the
DVE as it begins to thicken (Yamamoto et al., 2004). Another report,
using a Cer1-GFP line, suggested that Cer1 expression is highest in the
DVE cells at the future most anterior side, and that the cells are
essential to the anterior movement and the AVE expansion (Morris
et al., 2012). At this stage, LEFTY1 expression increased (Fig. 3Ak), and
HHEX and CER1 began to be expressed (Fig. 3Ad and Aj). However,
they were expressed at the DVE without any sign of asymmetry.
LEFTY1 and CER1 expression overlapped with HHEX expression
(Fig. 3Ba and Bb). At E5.5, OTX2 expression became higher distally
while remaining weaker proximally (Fig. 3Ac). The OTX2 intense DVE
was symmetrical, as was the LEFTY1, CERl and HHEX-positive DVE, but
the weak OTX2 expression was asymmetrical, being more proximally
extended at one side (P side). At E5.5, DKK1 expression was present in
a ring pattern in the most proximal part of the OTX2 weak domain.
The ring of DKK1 expression was asymmetrical, locating more proxi-
mally at one side (P side) and more distally at the other side (D side)
(Fig. 3Al and Bd). It was difﬁcult to precisely identify the positive cells;
DKK1 is a secreted molecule, and the immunostaining mostly
observed intracellular DKK1 as noted above. However, apparently it
was not expressed in the OTX2-intense DVE cells.
At E5.75, the DVE is distinctly thickened and shifted toward the
future anterior side. Although it was difﬁcult to precisely delineate
the DVE cells morphologically, LEFTY1 and CER1 expression
mostly overlapped with these DVE cells (Fig. 3An and Am,
arrowheads). However their weak expression was present in the
posteriorly adjacent cells (Fig. 3An and Am, arrows). HHEX also
had high expression in the DVE cells, and its expression was pre-
sent weakly in the posteriorly adjacent cells (Fig. 3Af). At this
stage, OTX2 expression was intense in the thickened DVE cells
(Fig. 3Ae, arrowheads). In addition, OTX2 was also detected weakly
on the both sides of the DVE but more broadly on the posterior
side (Fig. 3Ae, arrows). DKK1 expression became more prominent
at the D side and less prominent at the P side (Fig. 3Ao and Be).
DKK1 expression in the ExVE was reduced at this stage.
In several embryos at E5.75, thickened DVE cells were halfway
along the anterior migration. In these embryos, LEFTY1 was
not expressed in the most anterior part of OTX2-intense cells
(Fig. 3Bf), where CER1 and HHEX expression was present (Fig. 3Bg
and Bh). Thus, intense LEFTY1 expression mostly overlapped with
intense OTX2, HEX and CERl expression at E5.5 and E5.75, but
subsequently became absent in their most anterior part, leading to
the E6.5 pattern shown in Fig. 1J.RY and OTX2 expression in 1.8Otx2-H2BmCherry embryos. Embryos at E5.25 (a–c),
en), and H2BmCHERRY expression was visualized by ﬂuorescence (red). Maximum
e expression levels at the individual cells did not. Green, yellow and red arrowheads
on with the endogenous OTX2 expression, respectively. Arrows in (a–i) Limits of the
5.25 EmVE is low at the level in the epiblast expression; (a–c) Images by 1.6 times
d–f), 6 (g–i) and 7 (j–l). (B) Normalcy of the live-imaged embryos. The CER1 (a, e),
lected at E6.5 (a–d) and cultured for 24 h after their collection at E5.25 (e–h). (d, h)
re 7 (a–d) and 11 (e–h). (C) Time-lapse analysis of a 1.8Otx2-H2BmCherry embryo
RY at indicated time points are shown. The bright-ﬁeld image at 0 h is given at the
rowheads trace the movement of an EmVE cell located distally, and red arrowheads
e, directly moving to the anterior, and the latter once, ﬁrst moving to the posterior
. Scale bars¼50 μm.
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To examine whether or how the OTX2 expression asymmetry
seen at E5.25 correlates with the future A–P axis, a time-lapseimaging analysis was conducted with an Otx2 reporter mouse line.
The transgenic line harbors the mCherry gene combined with H2B
under the control of the Otx2 5′ 1.8 kb genomic region (1.8Otx2-
H2BmCherry) (Supplementary Fig. S6). The region was previously
Video 1. Time-lapse imaging of a 1.8Otx2-H2BmCherry embryo collected at E5.25.
Left, H2B-mCherry image; right, H2B-mCherry/bright ﬁeld merged image. Images
were taken at every 10 minutes. A video clip is available online.Supplementary
material related to this article can be found online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.
ydbio.2015.03.023.
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in the VE (Kimura et al., 2000; 1997; Kurokawa et al., 2004).
H2BmCHERRY ﬂuorescence in the reporter embryos recapitulated
the endogenous OTX2 expression at E5.25, exhibiting asymmetric
expression (Fig. 4Aa–c, arrows). At E5.5 and E5.75, H2BmCHERRY
expression also reﬂected OTX2 expression (Fig. 4d–i). However, at
the individual cell level, the ﬂuorescent intensity did not necessarily
coincide with the OTX2 expression level (Fig. 4Ad–I), most probably
due to differences in their stability and artifacts inherent to trans-
genesis. Moreover, H2BmCHERRY expression at E6.5 was intense in
the antero-lateral EmVE cells that expressed OTX2 weakly. These
cells must be the cells that originally expressed OTX2 intensely but
reduced OTX2 at E6.5 (see below). H2BmCHERRY is probably more
stable. Time-lapse imaging was performed over 24 h with transgenic
embryos collected at E5.25. After imaging, the embryos were ﬁxed
and immunostained with anti-CER1 and anti-BRACHYURYantibodies
to conﬁrm normal development (Fig. 4B). As in the embryos col-
lected at E6.5, CER1 expression was positive only in the AVE, and
BRACHYURY was detected in the posterior epiblast. Thus, the
1.8Otx2-H2BmCherry imaging is suitable for monitoring the endo-
genous behavior of OTX2-positive cells.
H2BmCHERRY-positive cells began to migrate after 4 h of cul-
ture, and H2BmCHERRY ﬂuorescence increased with culture
(Fig. 4C and Supplementary Video 1), as did OTX2 expression
(Fig. 3A). Of note is the direction of the movement. At the begin-
ning of the culture (0 h), H2BmCHERRY ﬂuorescence extended
more proximally at one side (P side) and remained more distal on
the other side (D side), as was the OTX2 expression (Figs. 3A, 4A,
and C). H2BmCHERRY-positive cells moved proximally or ante-
riorly at the D side, but not at the P side (Fig. 4C, 4 h) in all
embryos examined (N¼18). The anterior H2BmCHERRY-positive
cells reached the EmVE/ExVE boundary at the D side in 7 h (green
arrowheads in Fig. 4C). After arrival at the boundary, the cells
continued to migrate laterally (green arrowheads in Figs. 4C,
7–15 h). Concomitantly, the H2BmCHERRY-positive cells behind
them moved to the anterior. Moreover, weakly H2BmCHERRY-
positive cells that existed posteriorly behind the DVE and disto-
laterally above the DVE at 4 h moved to the DVE and became
distinctively H2BmCHERRY-positive. They further moved to the
AVE (red arrows in Figs. 4C, 7–15 h).Fig. 5. Migration behavior of Hhex-, Otx2-, Cer1- and Lefty1-positive cells. (A) Reporters
(a) and H2BmCHERRY (b–e) are compared with those of endogenous HHEX (a), CER1 (b)
late E5.75 (d) and E6.5 (e) Lefty1-H2BmCherry embryos. Each reporter expression was ass
(green) or H2BmCHERRY (red) expression. The dashed lines in (b–d) indicate the contour
10 (e). Scale bars¼50 μm. (B–D) Time-lapse imaging of EmVE cell migration with comp
10 min, and the movement of H2BmCHERRY- and/or GFP-positive cells was traced for 16
indicated time. The lower row shows a schematic cartoon of the snapshots. Traced cells a
cartoons. Green indicates GFP-positive areas, and dashed curves the anterior midlin
(B) Behaviors of Hhex- and Otx2-positive cells in Hex-GFP and 1.8Otx2-H2BmCherry dou
double positive cells; green, orange and blue dots GFP-negative and H2BmCHERRY-posit
H2BmCherry double transgenic embryos. The H2BmCHERRY signal intensity was so low
originated from the GFP-positive region at 0 h. (D) Behavior of Hhex- and Lefty1-positive
dotted in red, magenta, orange, green and blue were both H2BmCHERRY- and GFP-posiTo examine the behavior of Dkk1-positive cells, we examined
Dkk1þ /H2BmCherry and Dkk1þ /Venus mouse lines in which H2BmCherry
or Venus, respectively, was inserted into the translation start site
(Supplementary Fig. S7); (Furushima et al., 2007). However, both
H2BmCHERRY and VENUS were expressed in the entire VE at E5.5,
probably due to Dkk1 activity in the PrEn and the stability of the
reporters, and could not be used for live-imaging the DKK1-positive
cells. We then generated a Dkk1þ /degEGFP mouse line in which
degEGFP (EGFP with two degradation sequences) was knocked into
the Dkk1 gene (Supplementary Fig. S7). The degEGFP signal at E5.5
also did not match the endogenous DKK1 expression. Nevertheless,
at E5.75, degEGFP signals were present in the most anterior AVE
(Supplementary Fig. S5), where DKK1 was expressed. In the live
imaging of the embryos, these signals translocated at the lateral
position where DKK1 was not expressed (cf. Fig. 1G, 1I and 3Ao).
During the imaging, the most anterior AVE remained degEGFP-
positive, but the degEGFP signal was markedly reduced in the other
EmVE, that did not express DKK1.
Migration behaviors of HHEX, CER1 and LEFTY1-positive cells
OTX2 expression almost overlapped with HHEX expression at
E6.5, but the onset of HHEX expression was delayed at E5.5, in
contrast to that of OTX2 expression at E5.25, and the expression
domain was more limited at DVE. The behavior of HHEX-positive
cells was compared to that of OTX2-positive cells by the use of
1.8Otx2-H2BmCherry and Hex-GFP mouse lines. The Hex-GFP line was
originally established by Rodriguez et al. (Rodriguez et al., 2001), and
has been widely used to monitor the anterior movement of DVE cells
(Migeotte et al., 2010; Miura et al., 2010; Rakeman, 2006; Srinivas
et al., 2004; Stuckey et al., 2011a; Trichas et al., 2011; 2012). Indeed,
the GFP expression domain matched well HHEX expression at E5.5
(Fig. 5Aa). The live imaging was conducted for 16 h with compound
transgenic embryos collected at E5.75. At the start of the culture, GFP
signals overlapped with intense H2BmCHERRY signals, being
restricted to the thickened DVE (Fig. 5B). Examples of these cells are
indicated by red and magenta dots in the ﬁgure (0 h). However, there
were H2BmCHERRY signals that did not express GFP in the cells
adjacent to the GFP-positive DVE (Fig. 5B) in concordance with
endogenous OTX2 and HHEX expression (Fig. 3A). Examples of these
cells are indicated by blue, green and orange dots in the ﬁgure. The
leading cells of the migrating DVE extended ﬁlopodial processes, and
rapidly migrated to the proximal limit of the embryonic region
(Supplementary Video 2 and Fig. 5B, red dots). Soon after the leading
cells reached the EmVE/ExVE boundary, the lagging DVE cells
(Fig. 5B, magenta dots) began to migrate, and displaced the leading
cells to the lateral sides (Fig. 5B, 8 h). In addition, H2mCHERRY single
positive cells that were initially located behind the DVE posteriorly
and above the DVE disto-laterally (0–4 h) acquired GFP signals at the
distal region by 8 h and moved anteriorly (Fig. 5B, green, orange and
blue dots). Thus, the data, together with immunohistological
analysis in Fig. 2, suggest that OTX2 expression occurs weakly in
EmVE cells at E5.25 and becomes intense in DVE by E5.5; HHEX
expression occurs in the OTX2-intense DVE cells at E5.5, and the cellsrepresent the endogenous AVE protein expression. (a) Expressions of reporters, GFP
and LEFTY1 (c–e) in (a) E5.5 Hex-GFP, (b) E5.5 Cer1-H2BmCherry and (c–d) E5.75 (c),
essed by its ﬂuorescence. Arrowheads in (c–e) indicate the anterior limit of LEFTY1
of the embryos. The numbers of embryos examined were 9 (a), 7 (b), 5 (c), 9 (d) and
ound reporter embryos. Embryos were collected at E5.75, images were taken every
h in culture. Upper panels show the stacked confocal images of the snapshots at the
re indicated by white dots in the confocal images and colored dots in the schematic
e of the embryos. Dashed horizontal lines indicate the EmVE/ExVE boundary.
ble transgenic embryos. Red and magenta dots represent GFP- and H2BmCHERRY-
ive cells at 0 h. (C) Behaviors of Hhex- and Cer1-positive cells in Hex-GFP and Cer1-
that individual cells could not be traced in the ﬁrst 4 h. However, all traced cells
cells in Hex-GFP and Lefty1-H2BmCherry double transgenic embryos. All traced cells
tive at 0 h. The numbers of embryos examined were 7 (B), 13 (C) and 11 (D).
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OTX2-positive but HHEX-negative E5.5 cells that located posteriorly
behind the DVE and disto-laterally above the DVE acquire HHEXexpression when they enter DVE and further translocate to
the AVE, resulting in the overlapping OTX2/HHEX expression pattern
by E6.5.
Video 2. Time-lapse imaging of a Hex-GFP; 1.8Otx2-H2BmCherry double trans-
genic embryo collected at E5.75. Top left, GFP image; top right, H2B-mCherry
image; bottom left, GFP/H2BmCherry merged image; bottom right, GFP/
H2BmCherry/bright ﬁeld merged image. Images were taken at every 10 minutes. A
video clip is available online.Supplementary material related to this article can be
found online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ydbio.2015.03.023.
Video 3. Time-lapse imaging of a Hex-GFP; Cer1-H2BmCherry double transgenic
embryo collected at E5.75. Top left, GFP image; top right, H2B-mCherry image;
bottom left, GFP/H2BmCherry merged image; bottom right, GFP/H2BmCherry/
bright ﬁeld merged image. Images were taken at every 10 minutes. A video clip is
available online.Supplementary material related to this article can be found online
at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ydbio.2015.03.023.
Video 4. Time-lapse imaging of a Hex-GFP; Lefty1-H2BmCherry double transgenic
embryo collected at E5.75. Top left, GFP image; top right, H2B-mCherry image;
bottom left, GFP/H2BmCherry merged image; bottom right, GFP/H2BmCherry/
bright ﬁeld merged image. Images were taken at every 10 minutes. A video clip is
available online.Supplementary material related to this article can be found online
at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ydbio.2015.03.023.
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E6.5 (Fig. 1); the above live imaging suggests that these are mostly
OTX2 and HHEX-positive DVE cells at E5.5. However, CER1 expression
is absent in these EmVE cells at E6.5. To examine the behavior of
CER1-positive cells, we generated a bacterial artiﬁcial chromosome
(BAC) transgenic line, Cer1-H2BmCherry, containing the Cer1 gene in
which H2BmCherry was knocked into the translational start site
(Supplementary Fig. S6). H2BmCHERRYexpressionwas coincided with
CER1 expression in E5.5 embryos (Fig. 5Ab). A study with a Cer1-GFP
line suggested that at E5.5, Cer1 expression is high in the most anterior
DVE cells that lead cell migration (Morris et al., 2012). However, the
H2BmCHERRY signal was not high in the most anterior DVE cells of
Cer1-H2BmCherry embryos; endogenous CER1 expressionwas also not
high in the cells (Fig. 3Aj).
Live imaging with E5.75 compound transgenic Hex-GFP and Cer1-
H2BmCherry embryos demonstrated that initially the H2BmCHERRY-
positive domain perfectly matched the GFP-positive domain (Fig. 5C).
The H2BmCHERRY continued to be expressed in the GFP-positive
cells that moved laterally via the AVE during imaging, (Supplemen-
tary Video 3). Since CER1 was not expressed in the lateral visceral
endoderm, this suggests that endogenous CER1 is lost when the cells
move laterally after they reach the EmVE/ExVE boundary, while
H2BmCHERRY is more stable and retained in the cells at the lateral
position.At E6.5, LEFTY1 is not expressed in the most anterior AVE
where OTX2, HHEX and CERl are expressed (Fig. 1) (Takaoka et al.,
2011). However, at E5.5 and E5.75 its expression overlapped with
HHEX and CER1 expression (Fig. 3A). This difference must occur
during the process of migration, as suggested by advanced
embryos at E5.75 (Fig. 3Bf). To analyze the behavior of LEFTY-1
positive EmVE cells, we generated a BAC transgenic line, Lefty1-
H2BmCherry, containing a Lefty1 gene in which H2BmCherry was
knocked into the translational start site (Supplementary Fig. S6).
The expression of H2BmCHERRY matched LEFTY1 expression at
E5.5 (Fig. 5Ac). However, in advanced E5.75 embryos, a group of
the most anterior H2BmCHERRY-positive cells did not express
LEFTY1 (Fig. 5Ad). At E6.5, H2BmCHERRY-positive cells were pre-
sent in the antero-lateral VE, but these cells did not express
LEFTY1. In addition, the H2BmCHERRY-positive cells in the most
anterior AVE also lacked LEFTY1 expression (Fig. 5Ae). These
H2BmCHERRY-positive cells may originally express but lose
LEFTY1 expression before they reach the EmVE/ExVE boundary.
We also compared the behavior of Lefty1-H2BmCherry-positive
cells with that of Hex-GFP-positive cells (Fig. 5D). There were no
differences in migrating behavior between GFP-positive and
H2BmCHERRY-positive cells (Supplementary Video 4 and Fig. 5D).
After 16 h culture, H2BmCHERRY signals were found not only in
the most anterior but also the laterally migrated cells. Thus,
LEFTY1 may be quickly cleared out at the anterior AVE, while
mCHERRY may be too stable to recapitulate the endogenous
LEFTY1 expression after E5.75.
Destination of E5.5 DVE and E4.5 PrEn cells
The above results raise a question of how much the AVE gene-
positive DVE cells at E5.5 constitute the AVE cells at E6.5. To
answer this question we generated three mouse lines in which the
CreERTM transgene was directed by the Otx2 1.8 kb enhancer/
promoter or inserted into the translation initiation site in frame of
the Hhex or Lefty1 genes (1.8Otx2-CreERTM, Hhexþ /CreERTM and
Lefty1þ /CreERTM, respectively) (Supplementary Fig. S6 and S7).
These mice were crossed with R26R-H2BEGFP homozygous mice,
and pregnant females were treated with tamoxifen at E5.5. The
embryos were recovered at E6.5 and examined for the location of
GFP-positive cells. With either Lefty1þ /CreERTM or Hhexþ /CreERTM,
most GFP-positive cells were present in the antero-lateral EmVE.
Several GFP-positive cells existed in the most anterior AVE;
examples are indicated by arrows in Fig. 6A–C. In addition to these
cells, 1.8Otx2-CreERTM yielded H2BEGFP-positive cells in the AVE.
Examples are indicated by arrowheads in Fig. 6C. This is consistent
Fig. 6. Lineage tracing of Lefty1-, Hhex- and Otx2-positive cells. (A–C) Lefty1- (A), Hhex- (B) or Otx2 (C)-positive cells at E5.5 were traced by the Cre-loxP recombination
system. Lefty1þ /CreERTM (A) or Hhexþ /CreERTM (B) heterozygous mice or 1.8Otx2-CreERTM hemizygous (C) mice were mated with R26R-H2BEGFP homozygous mice, and the
pregnant mice were injected with tamoxifen intraperitoneally at E5.5. The embryos were collected at E6.5 and stained with anti-GFP antibody for the cells that expressed
each Cre at E5.5 (green). The AVE is marked by anti-LEFTY antibody (red). Arrows indicate the cells that contributed to the most anterior AVE, and arrowheads in
(C) contributed to the AVE. All four (A), all six (B) and eight out of nine (C) embryos examined exhibited the same patterns, respectively. However, in one embryo in (C), all
GFP-positive cells existed laterally in LEFTY1-negative EmVE as in (A).
(D–G) Lefty1-positve cells at E4.75 were traced as (A–C). The pregnant mice were injected with tamoxifen at E4.75, and the embryos were collected at E5.75. GFP-positive
cells and the DVE are stained with anti-GFP (green) and anti-LEFTY (red) antibodies, respectively. Four examples are shown; the development in the D embryo is more
advanced. Asterisks in (G) indicate epiblast cells. Scale bars¼50 μm. Dashed lines indicate the EmVE/ExVE boundary.
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teriorly. Thus, these results suggest that the E6.5 AVE cells are not
E5.5 HHEX-, CER1- or LEFTY1-positive or OTX2-intense DVE cells.
They must arise mostly from HHEX- and LEFTY1-negative cells
that were present posteriorly behind and disto-laterally above the
DVE at E5.5; they were OTX2-negative or weakly positive. How-
ever, a portion of the most proximal AVE cells may originate from
the E5.5 DVE cells. This is as reported by Takaoka et al. (2011) for
Lefty1- and Cer1-positive cells.
OTX2 and CER1 were not expressed in the E4.5 PrEn, but
LEFTY1 was expressed in a mosaic pattern. It is possible that
LEFTY1-positive cells at E4.5 switch-off LEFTY1 expression at E5.0,
and then turn on again at E5.25: the cells are lineally related even
if they transiently downregulate the marker. Takaoka et al. (2011)
proposed that E4.5 Lefty1-positive PrEn cells are asymmetrically
distributed and mostly descend to the E5.5 DVE. The destination of
the LEFTY1-positive E4.5 PrEn cells was examined with theLefty1þ /CreERTM mouse line. When the compound mutant with the
R26R-H2BEGFP transgene was treated with tamoxifen at E4.75 in
utero and examined at E5.75, EGFP-positive cells were not
restricted to the LEFTY1-positive DVE cells. They were also present
at more anterior, posterior or lateral EmVE (Fig. 6D–G). This may
be consistent with the mosaic pattern of LEFTY1 expression in the
E4.5 PrEn cells. However, EGFP-positive cells were mostly present
near the DVE, and not in the proximal EmVE or ExVE.
HHEX and DKK1 were also expressed in E4.5 PrEn cells as
described above. However, we were unsuccessful in tracing the
E4.5 HHEX-positive cells with the Hhexþ /CreERTM line; most prob-
ably the level of the CRE expression in this locus at E4.5 was not
sufﬁcient to induce the recombination. We also generated a BAC
transgenic line, Dkk1-CreERTM, containing a Dkk1 gene in which
CreERTM was knocked into the translational start site (Supple-
mentary Fig. S7). The line induced the CRE recombination with
tamoxifen at E6.5, but not at either E5.5 or E4.5.
Fig. 7. AVE protein expression in Otx2 mutant embryos. Immunohistological analysis of DKK1 (A, B), FOXA2 (C, D), LHX1 (E, F), HHEX (G, H), CER1 (I, J) and LEFTY1 (K–M)
expression in Otx2 mutant at E5.5 (A, C, E, G, I, and K) ant E6.5 (B, D, F, H, J, and L–N), and RNA in situ hybridization analysis of Lefty1 expression in wild type (O) and Otx2
mutant (P) embryos at E6.5. Dashed lines in (B, D, F, H, J, L–N) indicate the EmVE/ExVE boundary. Scale bars¼50 μm. The numbers of embryos examined were 4 (A), 5 (B), 4
(C), 2 (D), 3 (E), 2 (F), 4 (G), 3 (H), 1 (I), 4 (J), 3 (K), 1 (L), 1(M), 1 (N), 2 (O) and 3 (P).
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This study showed that HHEX, DKK1, CER1 and LEFTY1
expressions occur in OTX2-positive EmVE, suggesting the role of
OTX2 expression in other AVE protein expression. We then reex-
amined the expression of AVE proteins immunohistologically in
Otx2 mutant embryos which fail to undergo the axis rotation from
DVE to AVE (Fig. 7A–N). Previous studies by RNA in situ hybridi-
zation indicated that Dkk1 expression was speciﬁcally lost, but
Hhex, Foxa2, Lhx1, Lefty1 and Cer1 expression was kept expressed
in DVE that did not move to the anterior (Kimura et al., 2000,
2001; Kimura-Yoshida et al., 2005; Zakin et al., 2000). Indeed,
DKK1 expression was not detected in Otx2 mutant embryos at
either E5.5 or E6.5 (Fig. 7A, B). FOXA2 expression was indis-
tinguishable from that of wild type both at E5.5 (Fig. 7C) and E6.5
(Fig. 7D). HHEX and CER1 expression was normally present in DVE
at E5.5 (Fig. 7G, I), and expanded in DVE at E6.5 (Fig. 7H, J) in Otx2
mutant embryos. Lhx1 expression was recently reported to be
regulated by OTX2 in AME after gastrulation (Ip et al., 2014).
However, LHX1 expression in the Otx2 mutants was indis-
tinguishable from that of wild type both at E5.5 (Fig. 7E) and E6.5
(Fig. 7F). There was a conﬂicting report on the Lefty1 expression
that it was lost in Otx2 mutants (Perea-Gomez et al., 2001).
However, RNA in situ analysis detected Lefty1 in DVE of Otx2
mutants at E5.5 and E6.5 (Fig. 7O, P; data not shown). Immuno-
histology also demonstrated that LEFTY1 was normally expressed
in E5.5 DVE of Otx2 mutants (Fig. 7K), though the expression was
variable at E6.5; the expression was either clearly present in DVE
(Fig. 7L), markedly reduced (Fig. 7M) or nearly lost (Fig. 7N).Discussion
This study proposes that AVE protein expression occurs de
novo later than E5.25, as suggested by the RNA in situ analysis of
Mesnard et al. (2006). None of the examined AVE genes were
expressed as proteins in EmVE at E5.0, as reported by an RNA
in situ study (Mesnard et al., 2006). This study also proposes that
OTX2 and DKK1, but not LEFTY1 or CER1, exhibit asymmetric
expression in the EmVE at E5.25 and E5.5. At E5.25, DKK1 and
weak OTX2 expression occur asymmetrically, and they are more
broadly expressed than LEFTY1. At E5.5, LEFTY1 and OTX2
expression becomes intense, and HHEX and CER1 expression
occurs symmetrically in the DVE. However, weak OTX2 expression
is asymmetrical, extending more proximally at one side (P side)
and shortening more distally at the other side (D side) with DKK1
expression at its proximal domain. The live imaging study
demonstrated that the DVE cells move anteriorly at the D side with
the increase in DKK1 expression at this side.
DVE cells lose LEFTY1 expression before they reach the EmVE/
ExVE boundary (Takaoka et al., 2011), while CER1 expression is lost
at the boundary. When the cells reach the boundary, they continue
to migrate laterally as reported previously (Rivera-Pérez et al.,
2003; Srinivas et al., 2004; Takaoka et al., 2011), and the following
cells move to the anterior EmVE. OTX2 and HHEX expression is
reduced at the boundary but weakly maintained at the antero-
lateral location at E6.5. Thus, E6.5 AVE cells are mostly not E5.5
DVE cells, as reported by Takaoka et al. (2011). The present live
imaging could not trace the behaviors of Hhex, Cer1 or Lefty1-
negative cells, but imaging with 1.8Otx2-H2BmCherry and the
lineage analysis suggest that E6.5 AVE cells mostly arise from E5.5
HHEX, CER1 and LEFTY1-negative and OTX2-weak or negative
EmVE cells that are located posteriorly behind and disto-laterally
above the DVE. These cells may ﬁrst acquire weak OTX2 expres-
sion and then enter the distal EmVE, where HHEX, CER1 and
LEFTY1 expression is induced and OTX2 expression is enhanced.This VE cell ﬂow is consistent with that proposed by Takaoka et al.
(2011). With this VE cell ﬂow, the E6.5 AVE gene expression pat-
tern consisting of four domains (Fig. 1J) is established: the (OTX2,
HHEX, CER1)-low/DKK1-high most anterior domain, the (OTX2,
HHEX, CER1)-high/DKK1-low anterior domain, the (OTX2, HHEX,
CER1, and LEFTY1)-high main domain and the (OTX2, HHEX)-low
antero-lateral and posterior domain. Our studies in rabbit, pig and
Suncus embryos have suggested that the pattern is primarily
conserved among eutherian embryos prior to primitive streak
formation (unpublished data). However, the signiﬁcance of this
pattern in AVE formation and/or function has been not demon-
strated, although DKK1 has been proposed to lead the DVE
movement (Kimura-Yoshida et al., 2005). The pattern might be
required to generate the expression of each AVE gene in the
anterior EmVE.
The AVE genes have been suggested to switch on at the DVE at
E5.25-E5.5, when the ExEc or BMP signaling decreases beyond a
threshold at the distal regionwith the growth of epiblast (Mesnard
et al., 2006; Richardson et al., 2006; Rodriguez et al., 2005; Soares
et al., 2008; Stuckey et al., 2011a; Yamamoto et al., 2009). The
same mechanism may operate when AVE-gene negative or OTX2-
weak posterior and disto-lateral EmVE cells enter the distal EmVE
domain to acquire AVE gene expression. OTX2, HHEX, LEFTY1 and
CER1 continue to be expressed in the distal EmVE even after the
anterior migration of the E5.5 DVE cells. The maintenance of AVE
gene expression during the movement toward the anterior EmVE/
ExVE boundary suggests the presence of a mechanism that
becomes insensitive to ExEc signaling once AVE genes are
expressed. It may include self-protection against signaling by the
expression of antagonists, including LEFTY1, CER1, and DKK1. At
the anterior EmVE/ExVE boundary, there must be a mechanism
that down-regulates AVE gene expression. This might also be ExEc
or BMP signaling at a higher dosage. The threshold may be dif-
ferent for each AVE gene. Otx2 is suppressed at a higher signaling
dosage. It is expressed in two ways: highly, with the concomitant
expression of the signaling antagonists, LEFTY1 and CER1, and
weakly in their absence. NODAL signaling, that is regulated by
FURIN and PACE4 expressed in ExEc, and WNT signaling, that is
regulated by BMP signaling, may also regulate AVE gene expres-
sion (Chazaud, 2006; Huelsken et al., 2000; Mesnard et al., 2006).
Of particular interest in this study is the ﬁnding that the weak
OTX2 expression at E5.25 and E5.5 is asymmetric, with DKK1
expression at its proximal domain. Moreover, DVE cells move to
the direction opposite to the tilt, and the expression is tilted
toward the future posterior. A previous study proposed that Lefty1
or Cer1 expression is expanded toward the future anterior side at
E5.5, while Hhex expression is symmetrical (Yamamoto et al.,
2004). Another report with a Cer1-GFP mouse line suggested that
Cer1 expression at E5.5 is higher in the DVE cells at the future most
anterior side, and these cells are the pioneers for the anterior
movement and the AVE expansion (Morris et al., 2012). However,
our immunostaining analysis did not detect asymmetry in LEFTY1
or CER1 expression at E5.5, before the onset of the migration.
HHEX and intense OTX2 expression were also symmetric.
Several studies have suggested that Otx2 and Dkk1 play
essential roles in DVE cell movement. In Otx2 null mutants, the
HHEX, LEFTY1 and CER1-positive DVE is formed at E5.5, but does
not move to the future anterior (Fig. 7) (Kimura et al., 2000;
Kimura-Yoshida et al., 2005; Perea-Gomez et al., 2001). However,
DKK1 expression is speciﬁcally lost in the mutants. Although the
AVE is formed normally in Dkk1 mutants, possibly due to a com-
plementary antagonist, WNT signaling suppressed DVE movement,
and DKK1-soaked beads attracted DVE movement (Kimura-Yosh-
ida et al., 2005). It is proposed that DVE cells move to the DKK1-
positive region where WNT signaling is minimal. Dkk1 is also
reported to release the suppression of the DVE movement in
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asymmetric OTX2 and DKK1 expression might be tightly coupled
with AVE cell movements. DKK1 expression is closer to the DVE
and intense at the D side at E5.5. The cells may move in this
direction.
Most critical question is how the asymmetric OTX2 and DKK1
expression is established. DKK1 expression overlaps with the
entire weak OTX2 expression domain at E5.25, but becomes
restricted to the proximal region at E5.5, subsequently becoming
enhanced at the future anterior side. Dkk1 expression is directly
regulated by OTX2 (Kimura-Yoshida et al., 2005). Dkk1 expression
is also lost in Bmp2R KO mutants (Miura et al., 2010), and ExEc
signaling regulates not only DVE development but also movement
(Miura et al., 2010; Rodriguez et al., 2005; Soares et al., 2008;
Yamamoto et al., 2009). Thus, Dkk1 expression might occur where
OTX2 encounters the ExEc or BMP signaling beyond a threshold. In
addition, DKK1 appeared not to be expressed in the OTX2 intense
DVE/AVE domain. Its expression might be activated by low OTX2,
but suppressed by high OTX2. Alternatively, the OTX2 intense
domain is LEFTY1- and CER1-positive. They are NODAL antago-
nists, and Dkk1 expression might be dependent on the NODAL
signaling. Dkk1 expression might also be regulated by WNT sig-
naling. The Dkk1 promoter has a TCF site, and WNT signaling
activates Dkk1 expression in cultured cells (Niida et al., 2004).
DKK1 expression is lost in Wnt3 mutants (our unpublished data).
Otx2 expression is regulated by FOXA2, and the Lhx1- and
sFRP1-positive DVE is formed but does not move in Foxa2mutants,
with the loss of the Otx2, Dkk1 and Cer1 expression (Kimura-
Yoshida et al., 2007). However, FOXA2 is expressed in the entire
ExVE and EmVE, and cannot explain the asymmetric Otx2
expression. Several studies suggest that ExEc activities are asym-
metric at E5.5 (Richardson et al., 2006). Wnt3 is expressed in the
posterior visceral endoderm at E5.5, and the asymmetric Wnt
signaling in the visceral endoderm is also visible at E5.5 with the
Tcf/Lef-H2B-GFP reporter (Ferrer-Vaquer et al., 2010; Rivera-Pérez
and Magnuson, 2005). Wnt3 expression is regulated by BMP sig-
naling, Bmp expression by NODAL signaling, and NODAL expres-
sion by WNT signaling (Ben-Haim et al., 2006). Bmp4, Bmp8b, Furin
and Pace4 are expressed in the ExEc. No asymmetry, however, has
been demonstrated in any of these signaling molecules at E5.25 or
E5.5, when AVE cells start to move. Moreover, no direct data
suggest that Otx2 expression is regulated by any of these signaling
pathways.
Another question is the origin of the DKK1-positive cells in the
most anterior AVE at E6.5. Unfortunately, neither the Dkk1þ /mCherry,
Dkk1þ /Venus nor Dkk1þ /degEGFP mouse lines we generated are suitable
for tracing E5.5 Dkk1-positive cells. However, the analysis with
Dkk1þ /degEGFP suggested that Dkk1-positive cells in the most anterior
AVE at late E5.75 also subsequently move laterally, losing DKK1
expression. Thus, the most E6.5 DKK1-positive cells may not be
positive for Dkk1 or other AVE genes at E5.5. However, some E5.5 DVE
cells may contribute to the E6.5 DKK1-positive AVE. Cre analysis
showed that some Otx2, Hhex or Lefty1-positive E5.5 cells are har-
bored at the most anterior region of the E6.5 AVE. Live imaging
analysis also identiﬁed the cells that do not migrate laterally via the
AVE but are stuck at the most anterior AVE. DKK1 and degEGFP in
Dkk1þ /degEGFP continue to be expressed in the most anterior AVE after
E5.75. There must be a mechanism that induces and maintains DKK1
expression in only the most anterior AVE. This might also be
explained by weak OTX2 expression, intense BMP signaling, and low
NODAL signaling.
Even in the AVE, where OTX2, HHEX, LEFTY1 and CER1
expression is intense at E6.5, OTX2 and HHEX expression levels
were variable at individual cell level (Fig. 1D). Cells were either
OTX2/HHEX-high, OTX2-high/HHEX-low or OTX2-low/HHEX-high.
This variation may occur for LEFTY1, CER1 and DKK1 expression.They are secreted molecules, and we have observed their cyto-
plasmic localization; it is difﬁcult to precisely assess their
expression at the individual cell level. The expression of each AVE
protein might ﬂuctuate. The difference between the reporter
expression and the endogenous protein expression at the indivi-
dual cell level, as seen in H2BmCHERRY and OTX2 expression
(Fig. 4A), might also suggest this.
Finally, previous studies proposed that Lefty1 and/or Cer1
expression is asymmetric in the E4.5 PrEn and their positive cells
are progenitors, or a portion of the progenitors, of the E5.5 DVE
cells (Takaoka et al., 2006; Torres-Padilla et al., 2007). Our
immunostaining analysis could not detect CER1 protein, using the
same source of the antibody, or asymmetry in LEFTY1 expression
in the E4.5 PrEn, similar to RNA in situ studies (Chazaud, 2006;
Mesnard et al., 2006). LEFTY1 is expressed in a mosaic pattern, and
most H2BEGFP-positive cells did not descend to the LEFTY1-
positive DVE at E5.75, when Lefty1þ /Cre-ER and R26R-H2BEGFP
compound embryos were treated with tamoxifen at E4.75. How-
ever, most cells were not distributed far from the DVE, and the
PrEn cells that expressed Lefty1 may be fated to become more or
less distal EmVE cells at E5.75. Unfortunately, we have been
unsuccessful in tracing E4.5 HEX or DKK1-posiitve cells, and must
await future studies as to whether and how any bias in forming
the DVE exists in E4.5 PrEn cells.Materials and methods
Transgenic and knock-in mouse lines
The 1.8 kb Otx2 enhancer/promoter sequence (Kimura et al.,
2000) was cloned by PCR to generate 1.8Otx2-H2BmCherry
(Accession No. CDB0034T) and 1.8Otx2-CreERTM (Accession No.
CDB0037T) transgenic mouse lines. The H2BmCherry (Abe et al.,
2011; Shaner et al., 2004) or CreER cDNA (Danielian et al., 1998)
was fused to the 3′-end of the 1.8 kb Otx2 enhancer/promoter
sequence, and cloned into the pUbC-SH-GM-4XcHS vector (Potts
et al., 2000; Stewart et al., 2009), such that two copies of insulator
sequences were added to their 5′ and 3′ ends. They were excised
with Sal1 and Sph1, and separated from the vector sequence by
agarose gel electrophoresis. The puriﬁed DNA fragments were
injected into C57BL/6 zygotes as described (Nagy et al., 2003), and
the transgenic mouse line was maintained on a C57BL/6 genetic
background. The transgene constructs are schematically repre-
sented in Supplementary Fig. S6.
The Lefty1-H2BmCherry BAC transgenic line (Accession No.
CDB0036T) that harbored the H2BmCherry cDNA in the Lefty1 gene
was generated with a BAC vector (RP23-230B21, BACPAC Resources
(Oakland, CA)). The H2BmCherry coding sequence was inserted at
the start codon of the Lefty1 gene using a Counter-Selection BAC
modiﬁcation kit (Gene Bridges). The BAC DNA was injected into
C57BL/6 zygotes, and the BAC transgenic line was maintained on
the C57BL/6 genetic background. The Cer1-H2BmCherry BAC
transgenic line (Accession No. CDB0035T) was similarly generated
with a BAC clone, RP23-120I5 (BACPAC Resources). This line was
generated with C57BL/6 zygotes, but maintained by crossing with
CD-1 mice. The Dkk1-CreERTM transgenic line (Accession No.
CDB0038T) was generated with a BAC clone, RP23-98J4 ((BACPAC
Resources). The BAC transgene constructs are schematically
represented in Supplementary Fig. S6.
Dkk1þ /degEGFP (Accession No. CDB0103K) and Dkk1þ /H2BmCherry
(Accession No. CDB0092K) knock-in mouse lines were generated by
gene targeting with TT2 ES cells (Yagi et al., 1993). The PEST sequence
of mouse ornithine decarboxylase was cloned by PCR (Li, 1998), and
two PEST sequences were fused to the N-terminus of EGFP (degEGFP).
The degEGPP or H2BmCherry cDNAwas inserted, together with a loxP-
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vectors were constructed with the PR23-98J4 BAC clone (BACPAC
Resources). Lefty1þ /CreERTM and Hhexþ /CreERTM knock-in mice were
generated with BAC clones, RP23-230B21and RP23-348B20 (BACPAC
Resources), respectively. The CreERTM cDNA and FRT-ﬂanked PGK-Neo
cassette were inserted into the ﬁrst exon of Lefty1or Hhex. The knock-
in mice were maintained by crossing with C57BL/6 mice. To excise the
PGK-Neo cassette, knock-in mice were crossed with Sox2Cre transgenic
mice (Hayashi et al., 2002) (Jackson) or B6;SJL-Tg(ACTFLPe)9205Dym/J
mice (Jackson). The excised mice were also maintained by crossing
with C57BL/6 mice. The targeting strategies are schematically repre-
sented in Supplementary Fig. S7, and details will be provided upon
request.
The Dkk1þ /Venus (Accession No. CDB0030K) and Otx2þ /-
(Accession No. CDB0010K) mutant mouse lines were previously
established (Furushima et al., 2007; Matsuo et al., 1995). Otx2þ /
mutants were maintained by crossing with either CBA or C57BL/6
mice. The Hex-GFP mouse line was kindly provided by Dr. Tristan
Rodriguez (Rodriguez et al., 2001), and maintained by crossing
with CD-1 mice. R26R-H2BEGFP (Accession No. CDB0098K) (Abe
et al., 2011) was provided by the Laboratory for Animal Resources
and Genetic Engineering, CDB. Animals were genotyped by PCR
using the primers listed in Supplementary Table S1. Animals were
housed in environmentally controlled rooms, and animal experi-
ments were conducted under the institutional guidelines for
Animal and Recombinant DNA Experiments. The details of the CDB
mice, indicated by Accession No., are available at (http://www.cdb.
riken.jp/arg/mutant_mice_generated_in_CDB.html).
Antibodies
A rabbit polyclonal anti-HEX antibody was raised against recom-
binant mouse HHEX protein (rHHEX). The coding sequence of the
mouse Hhex gene was subcloned into the pCold II vector (TAKARA
BIO). The construct was transfected into E. coli BL21, and His-tagged
rHHEX was induced, according to the protocol provided by TAKARA
BIO. Immunogen puriﬁcation, immunization and antiserum puriﬁca-
tion were outsourced to Medical & Biological Laboratory. The anti-
serum was puriﬁed with an rHHEX afﬁnity column. The puriﬁed
antibody was conjugated with HiLyte Fluor 555 by using a HiLyte Fluor
555 Labeling Kit –NH2 (Dojindo). No nuclear signals were detected in
Hhex mutant embryos at E6.5 with this afﬁnity-puriﬁed antibody,
indicating the speciﬁcity of the antibody (data not shown). The sources
of other antibodies used were: goat anti-Brachyury (R&D Systems,
AF2085), rat anti-CER1 (R&D Systems, MAB1986), rabbit anti-CTNNB1
(Sigma, C2206), goat anti-DKK1 (R&D Systems, AF1765), rabbit anti-
FOXA2 (Abcam, ab40874), goat or rabbit anti-GATA4 (Abcam, ab84593
or Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc., sc-1237, respectively), rat anti-GFP
(Nacalai Tesque, 04404-84), goat anti-LEFTY (R&D Systems, AF746),
mouse anti-LHX1 (R&D Systems, MAB2725), and rabbit or goat anti-
OTX2 (Abcam, ab21990 and R&D Systems, AF1979, respectively).
Immunohistology
Embryos were dissected in DMEM and routinely ﬁxed with 4%
paraformaldehyde in PBS for 20 minutes at room temperature. For
the anti-LHX1 immunostaining, embryos were ﬁxed with 2% par-
aformaldehyde. Fixed embryos were washed three times with wash
buffer (0.1% Triton X-100, 0.2% BSA, 1 mM CaCl2 and 1 mM MgCl2 in
TBS) and blocked in blocking buffer (0.5% TSA blocking reagent
(PerkinElmer), 0.1% Triton X-100, 1 mM CaCl2 and 1 mM MgCl2 in
TBS). Specimens were dehydrated in methanol before blocking for
HHEX and LHX1 immunostaining. The embryos were incubated
overnight at 4 °C with primary antibodies that were diluted with the
blocking buffer at an appropriate concentration; goat anti-Brachyury
(0.4 μg/ml), rat anti-CER1 (2.5 μg/ml), rabbit anti-CTNNB1 (1/1000),goat anti-DKK1 (1 μg/ml), rabbit anti-FOXA2 (1/1000), goat or rabbit
anti-GATA4 (1.0 μg/ml or 0.8 μg/ml, respectively), rat anti-GFP
(2.0 μg/ml), rabbit anti-HHEX (0.3 μg/ml), goat anti-LEFTY (0.5 μg/
ml), mouse anti-LHX1 (2.0 μg/ml), and rabbit or goat anti-OTX2
(1.0 μg/ml or 0.1 μg/ml, respectively). After three washes, the
embryos were incubated overnight with appropriate secondary
antibodies conjugated with the ﬂuorescent probes Alexa Fluor -488,
-555, -647 (Molecular Probes) or Cy3 (Jackson ImmunoResearch).
The expression analysis was carried out with C57BL/6 embryos
unless otherwise noted. Images were taken with a Zeiss LSM 700
confocal laser scanning microscope.
Whole Embryo culture and time-lapse imaging
Embryos were prepared as previously described (Shioi et al.,
2011). In brief, a Cellmatrix Type I–A collagen (Nitta Gelatin NA
inc.) solution was prepared according to the manufacturer's
instruction. A 100-μl drop of a 1:1 mixture of the collagen solution
and the culture medium (50% mouse serum, 1 mM βmerca-
ptoethanol, 1 mM sodium pyruvate and 100 μM nonessential
amino acid in DMEM) was placed in the center of a 35 mm glass
bottom dish. Collected embryos were transferred and embedded
in the drop. The drop was gelatinized by heating at 37 °C for
15 min in a CO2 incubator, and 140 μl of the culture medium was
placed around the gelled drop. Time-lapse imaging was carried out
with a Confocal Scanner Box CV1000 spinning disk confocal
(Yokogawa). Images were obtained every 10 min with a 20
objective lens; 16 optical sections along z-axis were taken in a 4-
μm interval. These images were stacked and exported with
CV1000 software (Yokogawa). The movie ﬁles were created using
MetaMorph software (Molecular Devices, LLC.).
Tamoxifen treatment
1.8Otx2-CreERTM hemizygous, Lefty1þ /CreERTM or Hhexþ /CreERTM
heterozygous mice were mated with R26R-H2BEGFP homozygous
mice (Abe et al., 2011). tamoxifen (sigma) was dissolved in corn oil
(sigma) at a concentration of 15 mg/ml, and 0.1 ml of the solution
was injected intraperitoneally into the pregnant female with a
27-gauge needle at 8:30 a.m. on the ﬁfth day post coitum or at
13:00 p.m. on the fourth day post coitum. The embryos were
collected on the next day of injection.Acknowledgements
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